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A message
from the Mayor’s Office
In Stockholm, we take pride in the fact that sustainability has become an inherent
part of our culture. This is evident in how we act as a city, setting ambitious
environmental goals and initiatives to encourage the development of more
sustainable solutions and technologies. And also in how we live our lives, in balance
between work and life, city and nature.
It is my firm belief that people are increasingly driven by purpose. As a global
citizen, you want to accomplish something good and leave things better than
when you started. Stockholm is a great place to do just that – to find meaning
and co-create a better future.
Our vision for Stockholm is to become a prominent hub for the impact investment
and startup community with the purpose to inspire other cities and governments.
Through Stockholm’s creativity, spirit of innovation and public support, we aim to
bridge the gap between today and a sustainable future. It’s time for Stockholm to
evolve from being the “unicorn factory” and become an impact unicorn factory,
a breeding ground for innovative sustainable startups that positively impact the lives
of more than one billion people.
I want Stockholm to be a testament to everyone’s ability to make a difference if the
right preconditions exist. The purpose of this insight report is to illustrate what has
shaped the impact community of Stockholm.

Anna König Jerlmyr Mayor of Stockholm

PHOTO: OLA ERICSON
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Executive Summary
Impact startups seek to create positive environmental or social impact while also
generating financial returns for their owners. Sustainability is thereby created both
in economic terms as well as societal terms. With a growing number of investments
being made into these purpose-driven enterprises, the future is already beginning
to look a lot brighter.
Over the last few years, the Stockholm startup scene has seen an increase in
investors that want to invest “sustainably”, investing with consideration to the environment and
human well-being as well as the economy. ESG investing (also known as ‘socially responsible
investing’, ’impact investing’, and ‘sustainable investing’) refers to investing which prioritizes
optimal environmental, social, and governance ESG factors or outcomes.
Today, the growing prominence of corporate social responsibility (CSR) and social
sustainability has increased investor awareness about ethical participation in the market.
In this report, you will find examples of impact investing, innovations, and companies from
the Stockholm startup scene.
Stockholm has one of the world’s most innovative startup ecosystems and is second only to
Silicon Valley in terms of unicorns produced per capita. With its thriving tech industry and
commitment to sustainability from the top-down, Stockholm has become a noteworthy player
on the global impact scene.
It is our firm belief that our city is well-positioned to become a home for impact unicorns,
investment and startups. And we are well on our way to achieving this ambition. In the 2021
article ‘Venture-Capital Record Makes Sweden New Impact Hub in Europe’, Bloomberg states
that Sweden raised the most impact funding in Europe in 2021, exceeding Germany and the
UK in attracting venture capital funding to companies in line with the SDGs and setting a new
record in impact funding1.
This insight report explores the critical role of talent, ideas, innovations and companies
in reaching the Sustainable Development Goals and Stockholm’s potential to become the
global capital for impact investments and startups. The city’s long history as a champion for
sustainability, the success of its world-renowned tech scene, and its progressive mindset are
identified as attractive advantages for anyone considering investing in Stockholm’s impact
companies or starting their own purpose-driven venture.
An overview of the local impact scene, global and local impact investment trends,
and a mapping out of Stockholm’s impact ecosystem, shed light on the growing prevalence
of impact as a mission and the increasing importance of impact investments.

PHOTO: HENRIK TRYGG
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Welcome to Stockholm –
Home of Impact
It’s no secret that Stockholm, a relatively small
city on the global stage, is a fertile breeding
ground for startups. So, just how does Sweden’s
capital continue to produce changemakers that
create genuine global impact? And why are more
and more investors and entrepreneurs – people
determined to build a better world – turning their
gaze to Stockholm2?
Stockholm offers the perfect environment to
start, run and scale a successful entreprise, from
digital infrastructure and relevant education and
mentorships, to innovation hubs, incubators and
accelerators. Not to mention access to venture
capital, both domestic and foreign, through a
number of venture capital stakeholders. Moreover,
the drive to create change is part of the city – and
its inhabitants’ – DNA.
The city’s startup scene exemplifies this quality with
its ongoing commitment to solving key sustainability
challenges worldwide. As of April 2022, there
are 240 impact startups in Stockholm, with their
focuses spanning solar cells to AI-driven education.
And the investment figures speak for themselves.
Stockholm-based impact startups raised almost
a billion euros in 2020, representing 18% of all
the capital raised by purpose-driven enterprises in
Europe that year3.

The Mayor of Stockholm, Anna König Jerlmyr,
announced in early 2021 the ambition for
Stockholm to become the “global leader for impact
investing and startups.” This is based on the record
levels of impact investments combined with the
city’s strong startup ecosystem and an ambitious
government agenda.
According to the latest rankings, Sweden ranks
2nd globally (after Finland) based on achievement
of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)4.
Peaceful conditions and political stability, a robust
economy, openness to collaboration and a high
level of innovation all play a role in the country’s
successful implementation of the 2030 Agenda.
But there is still work to be done, and Stockholm is
ready for the challenge. With its agility and vibrant
ecosystem, energy and purpose-driven business
culture, the city is primed and ready to generate
meaningful change. Welcome to Stockholm –
Home of Impact.

1. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-12-16/venture-capital-record-makes-sweden-new-impact-hub-in-europe
2. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-12-16/venture-capital-record-makes-sweden-new-impact-hub-in-europe
3. https://www.investstockholm.com/news/why-sustainable-stockholm-is-leading-the-way-in-impact-investments/
4. https://dashboards.sdgindex.org/rankings
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Showcase of Stockholm-based impact startups
Stockholm is currently home to 240 startups that can be defined
as impact startups. SDGs 3, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 are the most
commonly addressed among Stockholm-based impact startups,
while the remaining SDGs are still comparatively uncovered.
startups in Stockholm are encouraged to concentrate on the
lesser-covered goals for a broader push towards a sustainable
tomorrow.

% No.

1 No poverty

2.1%

5

2 Zero hunger

2.1%

5

3 Good health and well-being

31.3%

73

4 Quality education

7.1%

17

5 Gender equality

8.3%

20

6 Clean water
7 Affordable and clean energy
8 Decent work and economic

1.

5

2.

5

3.3%

8

17.9%

43

7.5%

17

9 Industry innovation

21.3%

51

10 Reduced inequalities

11.3%

27

11 Sustainable cities

24.2%

58

12 Responsible consumption

31.7%

74

13 Climate action

31.3%

73

14 Life below water

2.1%

4

15 Life on land

2.1%

5

16 Peace justice and strong institutions

1.7%

4

17 Partnerships

6.7%

16

3.

73

4.

17

5.
20

6.

8

7.

43

8.

17

7

9.

51

10.
27

11.

58

12.

74

13.

73

14.

4

15.
16.
17.

5

4

16
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Stockholm’s formula for impact

PHOTO: HENRIK TRYGG
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1. Ambitious goals and the drive to meet them
Achieving the Sustainable Development Goals
requires a laser focus and ongoing collaborative
efforts. The Swedish Government, academia,
the City of Stockholm and its business community
continuously work together to reach the Goals and
pave the way for others around the world to reach
them too.
Since 2017, the Swedish Government is required
by legislation to present an annual climate report
in its Budget Bill and ensure that climate policy
goals and budget policy goals match up. And
the Swedish business sector is truly committed to
the country’s ambition. A recent analysis of the
annual reports of Swedish companies valued over
€1B showed that no less than 96% of companies
reported their progress made on the SDGs
compared to 72% globally5.

Sustainability is in the air
Swedavia is a state-owned group that owns,
operates and develops ten airports across Sweden.
The airports form a system that links the country
from Kiruna in the north to Malmö in the south,
as well as connecting Sweden to the rest of the
world. As an international role model, Swedavia
shows that it is possible to operate climate-friendly
airports.
The group has worked for over ten years to achieve
fossil-free operations. Through curiosity, creativity
and a willingness to seek out new solutions, they
achieved their goal in late 2020. Today, all airport
operations under Swedavia’s control, including at
its largest airport Stockholm Arlanda, are fossil-free.

By 2030, Sweden as a country aims to have
a fossil fuel-free transport sector and to have
reduced its emissions of greenhouse gasses by
63% compared to 1990. Additionally, the country
aims to reduce its emissions of greenhouse gases
by 75% by 2040 and by 2045 will have no
net emissions of greenhouses gases and should
thereafter achieve negative emissions6. The City of
Stockholm plans to operate entirely free from fossil
fuels by 2040.
With the consequences of climate change and
environmental decline becoming more apparent,
the financial sector has a decisive role to play
in creating efficient and functioning solutions that
contribute to a more sustainable economy.
Green and sustainable finance is already finding a
home in Stockholm and Sweden, but there remains
a need for further innovation in the region’s Green
FinTech space.
Head of Sustainability at Handelsbanken,
Catharina Belfrage Sahlstrand, believes climate
issues will increasingly dominate and impact
the financial sector. The growing demand for
transparency will act as a driving force for banks to
finance and invest in companies that can, and want
to, be part of a sustainable, profitable economy.
She predicts that among the future winners will
be companies that work to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions, find ways to increase carbon
sequestration, or come up with solutions for how
society can adapt to the consequences of climate
change.

“

Swedish companies are at the forefront of combining innovation,
technology and digitalization for solutions that are needed for
the transition to more sustainable economies and societies. This
offers new export opportunities as the whole world transforms
into a fossil-free society. SEK’s primary task is to strengthen their
competitiveness by offering financing for their transition investments.
A successful Swedish export industry with innovative solutions is a
crucial contribution to the global climate transition.”
Magnus Montan CEO, Svensk Exportkredit

5. P wC, SDG challenges report 2020
6. The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency
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Economy

Society

Biosphere

Source: Stockholm Resilience Centre

No.2
Off to a running start

Sweden ranked second in Cambridge University’s 2021 Sustainable Development Report measuring a
country’s total progress towards achieving all 17 SDGs. The country has accumulated a score of
85.61 out of 100, second only to Finland which has a score of 85.907. As Sweden’s capital, Stockholm
is well positioned to continue propelling the country – and the world – into a more sustainable future.

As it stands, Sweden is credited with already achieving four SDGs:

End poverty in all its
forms everywhere

Achieve gender equality
and empower all
women and girls

Ensure access to affordable,
reliable, sustainable and
modern energy for all

Build resilient infrastructure,
promote inclusive and
sustainable industrialization
and foster innovation

Sweden is also on its way to achieving three further SDGs:

Promote sustained, inclusive
and sustainable economic growth,
full and productive employment
and decent work for all

Promote peaceful and inclusive societies
for sustainable development, provide
access to justice for all and build
effective, accountable and inclusive
institutions at all levels

Strengthen the means of
implementation and revitalize
the Global Partnership
for Sustainable Development
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Established government efficacy
The Swedish Government plays a significant role
in Stockholm becoming more environmentally and
socially sustainable, qualities that underpin its
status as a global impact hub.
The government’s sustainability success is
confirmed by Sweden’s positive placement in the
Environmental Impact Report (EPI) 2020 published
by Yale University8. The EPI can be seen as a
measure of a government’s efficacy in addressing
the SDGs. Sweden reaches eighth place globally,
while Denmark, Luxembourg and Switzerland take
the lead.

In the subcategory of Environmental Health (which
combines the categories of drinking water and
sanitation, air pollution, control of hazardous
waste, and public health) Sweden ranked third,
behind only Norway, and Finland who took the top
spot.

“

We believe that it should be profitable to
actively engage in the “Race to Zero” and
unprofitable to stand on the sidelines.
Together we can solve the climate crisis.
But We Don’t Have Time to wait!”
Ingmar Rentzhog co-founder, We Don’t Have Time

“

In 2021, we became the first airport operator in the world to become fossil-free in
our own operations. Today, we are the world leader in operating and developing
climate-smart airports. We are also driving the aviation industry’s transformation
towards a sustainable future where aviation has an obvious role in the transport
system and the where airports function as natural hubs. This is something that
belongs to the sustainable travel of the future and it’s also what our travelers will
increasingly expect from us.”
Jonas Abrahamsson CEO, Swedavia

Northvolt |

https://northvolt.com

The Greater Stockholm region is the
home of Northvolt, Stockholm’s first
impact unicorn. The battery developer
and manufacturer specializes in lithiumion technology for electric vehicles. It
strives to create the greenest batteries

Cling Systems |

in large volumes with a minimal carbon
footprint, and to do so as sustainably as
possible.
Within five years, Northvolt has
become the highest funded clean energy
startup in all of Europe and the plant is

the largest of its kind on the continent.
As of June 2021, it is estimated that the
company is valued at €10.7b. In 2020
alone, Northvolt generated €19m in
revenue14.

www.clingsystems.com

Cling Systems is developing a B2B
market platform for used EV batteries.
The company matches supply and
demand, decreases logistics costs, and
improves traceability with the ultimate

ambition to become the world’s most
influential trading service for circular
batteries.
By getting the right battery to the right
place, Cling enables reuse and recycling

7. Sustainable Development Report by Cambridge University 2021
8. Source: Environmental Performance Index, Yale Center for Environmental Law & Policy

at scale, maximizing the environmental
and commercial benefits of critical
resources. Cling’s platform maps the
raw materials in used batteries, thereby
creating the world’s first online mine.
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2. Decades of tech and innovation excellence
As a small capital, Stockholm punches above
its weight in many respects. Its startup scene
is no exception, with the city second only to
Silicon Valley in terms of billion-dollar companies
produced per capita9.

Key features of Stockholm’s
tech and innovation scene include:
• A high survival rate for startups

Sweden regularly ranks in the top three on the
Global Innovation Index10 and in 2021 Stockholm
was found to be the most innovative region in
Europe11. While many other cities struggled
following the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic,
Stockholm’s ecosystem actually improved in 2020,
despite the challenging circumstances12.

• A lively community that encourages sharing of
knowledge and experiences, and offers access
to co-working spaces, startup hubs, events,
meetups, mentorships, and more

Stockholm offers many advantages that startups,
scale-ups and investors may be hard-pressed to
find elsewhere in the world. It’s among the reasons
more Stockholm founders are compelled to remain
in the city to establish their subsequent ventures
compared to founders in other European cities13.

• An economy exceeding expectations in a postpandemic landscape

• An unparalleled tech ecosystem and world-class
digital infrastructure

• A high density of angel investors and venture
capital firms
• A lack of organizational hierarchies

• A wide range of public support from state-run
agencies like Vinnova (the Swedish Innovation
Agency) and Tillväxtverket (the Swedish Agency
for Economic and Regional Growth)
• Digitally savvy and tech curious inhabitants

“

Stockholm is doubtlessly one of the most vibrant scenes for sustaintech innovation in
the world. The remarkable concentration of progressive-minded designers, brands,
engineers, investors, talent and consumers that we have here is unique, and will keep
the city at the leading edge of innovation for a circular and sustainable global society.”
Patrik Lundström Renewcell CEO

9. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-04-26/spotify-s-nest-proves-a-fertile-breeding-ground-for-unicorns
10. https://smartcitysweden.com/sweden-in-the-top-on-global-innovation-index/
11. https://era.gv.at/news-items/ec-releases-european-innovation-scoreboard-2021/
12. https://startupgenome.com/reports/gser2020
13. Dealroom.co analysis of 5,524 founders across Europe who worked at a $1B+ companies, with where their recent start-up is located.
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P H OTO: E I N R I D E

Einride |

P H OTO: R E N E WC E L L | A L E X A N D E R D O N K A

www.einride.tech

Einride is an industry-disrupting freight
technology company specializing in
electric and self-driving vehicles. Known
as ‘Einride pods’, the electric trucks are
remotely controlled by drivers, and are
notable for their lack of a driver’s cab.

Renewcell |

The company was founded in 2016 and
today operates one of Europe’s largest
fleets of electric trucks. The trucks do
much of the freight-shuttling work today
for customers like Swedish food producer
Oatly, Coca-Cola, Lidl and Electrolux. The

company’s electric trucks reduce emissions
for its customers by 94% compared to
driving with diesel. Einride has also
developed a digital platform for carriers
that handles planning, scheduling and
routing as well as invoicing and billing.

www.renewcell.com

Renewcell is a fast-growing Swedish
textile recycling company with a unique
technology and world-class team of
people on a mission to change the global
textile industry for the better. By 2030,

Renewcell plans to recycle the equivalent
of more than 1,4 billion t-shirts every year.
Its branded ‘dissolving pulp’ Circulose®
is made from 100% textile waste such as
worn-out jeans and production scraps.

The biodegradable raw material can be
turned into textile fiber, replacing high
impact raw products like fossil oil and
cotton.
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2040 Stockholm and Sweden

3. The city’s road to sustainability

1972

• Sweden hosts the first UN Conference
on the Human Environment, leading
to the creation of the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP).

1975

• Stockholm’s third subway track, the Blue
line, opens. Today, the Stockholm Metro
(Tunnelbanan) has around 100 stations
in use and carries more than a million
passengers per day14. A fourth line, the
Yellow Line, is currently under construction
and due to open in 2028.

1990

• Stockholm welcomes the first fossil fuelfree public bus. It is the starting point of
creating a world-leading public transport
system that today runs fully on renewable
energy.

1994

aim to be completely
fossil fuel-free
and climate-neutral.

• Stokab is founded and starts the
expansion of the Stockholm fiber network
which will give the city’s companies and
citizens access to fiber and a fast internet
connection. Today it is the world’s largest
open fiber network.

2030 S weden’s transport

sector aims to be
completely fossil fuel-free.

2022

• Stockholm celebrates 50 years since
the first UN Conference of the Human
Environment.
• Stockholm Impact Week, and the world’s
largest female hackathon, will take place
in Stockholm.

2021

• Sweden ranks second in the UN
Sustainable Development Report and the
Global Innovation Index, and leads the
Global Sustainable Competitiveness Index.

2020

• Sweden ranks second in the Global
Innovation Index and leads the Global
Sustainable Competitiveness Index.

2019

• Stockholm, together with 13 other cities
within the C40 network, signs The Good
Food Cities Declaration and commits to
drastically reduce food waste, support
the increase of healthy plant-based food
consumption and implement sustainable
and organic food procurement.

1995

• Sweden is one of the first countries in
the world to introduce a carbon tax.

1998
2002

• Sweden becomes one of the first nations
to sign and ratify the Kyoto Protocol (the
international climate change treaty).

2018

• 55% of Sweden’s energy now comes from
renewable sources, miles ahead of the EU
average of 20%.

2001

• A Swedish initiative leads to the adoption
of the Stockholm Convention – a global
treaty aimed at reducing production and
use of persistent organic pollutants (POP).

2017

• Sweden ranks third in the Global
Cleantech Innovation Index.

2016

• Norrsken Foundation is founded to help
entrepreneurs solve the world’s greatest
challenges.

2010

• Stockholm is named the first European
Green Capital by the European
Commission.

2008

• Impact Hub Stockholm is founded.
Sweden’s first co-working space is
dedicated to social innovation and has
since grown into the world’s largest
network of social entrepreneurs with
a vibrant global network of over 100
connected communities.

2006

2007

• Stockholm residents vote in favor of
becoming one of the first cities in the world
to implement congestion pricing. The
revenue is used to develop the city’s public
transport system, ultimately decreasing the
number of people who choose to travel
by car.
• Sweden becomes the first country to
demand sustainability reports from stateowned enterprises. The reports have to
comply with guidelines from the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI).
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“

Stockholm probably has the best startup and scale-up ecosystem in the world for greentech companies.”
Boel Rydenå Swartling founder of Charge Amps and Sweden Sustaintech Venture Day

ClimateView |

www.climateview.com

ClimateView is a Swedish climate action
technology company with headquarters
in Stockholm. They combine data, agentbased modelling and interface design
to help cities successfully manage the
transition to zero carbon economies.

The ClimateOS platform is the world’s
leading software for local governments to
plan, simulate and execute their climate
transition.
More than 120 pioneering cities
across Europe and North America use

the platform’s decision intelligence to
reach their Paris Agreement targets and
build their zero carbon economies.
ClimateView has raised €14.5m to
date, with the most recent Series A round
closing in October 2021.

P H OTO: P L AT T F O R M|J O H N É R

Greenely |

www.greenely.com

In 2017, the Greenely mobile app
launched and quickly grew into Sweden’s
largest energy-conscious community.
The app, which can be used entirely
free of charge, helps households easily

understand their electricity consumption.
More than 115,000 Swedish homes are
connected to the free service today.
In 2018, Greenely also launched a digital
electricity contract with no markups. Since

14. https://www.nyatunnelbanan.sll.se/wp-content/uploads/files/SLL_001_NyTbana_2016_eng_web-R.pdf

then, Greenely has become one of the
fastest-growing electricity companies in
Sweden. Customers themselves believe
that they reduce their electricity costs by
up to 20%.
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4. Progressive people with a cooperative spirit
An open mindset, atmosphere of innovation
and a proclivity for cooperation are all factors
contributing to Stockholm’s startup success. These
same qualities set the scene for the next chapter in
the city’s journey, as it works towards becoming the
impact Capital.
Coined by the impact hub Norrsken, an ‘impact
unicorn’ is a startup that promises to improve the
lives of one billion people. The creation of these
impact unicorns – which accelerate and scale up
innovative solutions to achieve the Sustainable
Development Goals – is top of the agenda for the
city and its many entrepreneurs.

Creating the right conditions
Stockholm has long fostered an environment that
inspires an impact mindset. In 2010, it was the first
city to receive the European Green Capital award
by the EU Commission. In 2015, the City Council
adopted the goal of having a fossil fuel-free public
transport industry by 2030. The City itself has set
the target of having an entirely fossil-free – and
even climate positive – economy by 2040.
Moreover, Stockholm has been a steering member
in the 97 city-strong C40 alliance since 2005
and in 2019 was one of 14 global cities to sign
the Good Food Cities Declaration, marking a
commitment to promote and preserve the health of
people and the planet.
These initiatives wouldn’t be as successful
without the support of the people. Stockholmers
are undeniably invested in a cleaner future. In
2005, the majority voted in favour of congestion
charges in an effort to reduce congestion, increase
accessibility and improve the environment.

Stockholm’s solution seekers
The drive to create positive environmental
and social impact is echoed by Stockholm’s
entrepreneurs, who constantly seek solutions to
today’s most pressing global challenges.
One such example is Urban Oasis, a startup
specializing in underground vertical farming in
urban environments. Stockholm is at the forefront
of the up-and-coming foodtech sector as locallygrown produce grows in demand and we realize
the climate-saving potential of technology on
traditional farming and production.
Further accelerating a decarbonized future are
electrification companies including Candela,
Einride and Northvolt. Sales of electric vehicles
are soaring as the world steers towards a greener
future, and the Stockholm region has unique – and
long-standing – expertise in the area.
Stockholm’s health tech sector is equally purposedriven. Startups like Mindler, Minnity, Hnry,
Camino Care and CareLigo are advancing
innovations within healthcare and laying the
foundations for a healthier future.
Initiatives such as these continue to successfully
attract and retain talent, investors and businesses
in Stockholm. In essence, Stockholm has the perfect
conditions for purpose-driven entrepreneurs,
startups and innovations to thrive.
Qualities that define and shape the Stockholm
mentality:
• A world famous work-life balance
• A robust social security and welfare system
• An inclusive city open to explore for everyone
• A commitment to gender equality
• A long-standing reputation for LGBTQ+ inclusion
• A universal healthcare system
• A publicly-funded education system
• A close proximity to nature
• A mutual trust between society and government
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PHOTO: FOND&FOND

Stockholm Water |

www.stockholmwater.com

Stockholm Water Technology (SWT) is
a Swedish company headquartered in
Stockholm. SWT manufactures and sells
products for sustainable and circular
purification of water for homes and

Karma |

industries. The products are based on
SWT’s patented technology developed
over 12 years of R&D, in collaboration
with KTH Royal Institute of Technology.
SWT’s mission is to clean water for the

planet with their smart and patented
technology. It strives to be a global water
treatment company, whose products power
the smart cities and homes of tomorrow and
benefit both mankind and the environment.

www.karma.life

Founded in 2017, Karma is leading the
fight against food waste with an app that
connects restaurants, cafés and grocery

stores with users eager to purchase
unsold food at a lower price. The platform
creates a new way for retailers to

minimize their food waste and reach new
customers, while users eat well and save
money — it’s a win-win!
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Identifying impact investments
and startups
Global provider of data and intelligence on
startups and tech ecosystems Dealroom defines an
impact startup as addressing “one or more of the
UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) at
the core of its business and the potential to scale.”
It concludes that “if you remove the impact, you
also remove the business” as a way to determine
whether a startup is an impact startup or not 15.

systems work. Sustainable technology aims to
minimize any negative social and environmental
impact s, which is good for a business’s bottom line
– and its reputation.

From bottom line to triple bottom line

1) a clear intention to achieve social and/or
environmental goals

The term ‘impact investing’ was coined in 2007,
giving a name to investments that are intended
to generate positive impact as well as financial
return. The business is expected to measure its
social and environmental impact, as well as its
financial performance, rather than focusing solely
on the standard bottom line. This business concept
is known as the ‘triple bottom line’ and is measured
in three areas: people, planet and profit.
As sustainability is a prerequisite for the creation of
long-term growth, differentiation and profitability,
sustainable environmental technology has the
potential to transform how businesses and public

“

Impact investors have certain attributes that
distinguish them from other kinds of investors.
Most notably, they have:

2) a narrative by which an investment contributes
to achievement of the intended goals
3) a system of measurement that links the intent
and the contribution of investment to actual
improvements in social and environmental
outcomes delivered by the enterprise in which
the investment was made.

Investors with these attributes can credibly be
called impact investors, and their investments can
be labeled impact investments16.

In the last couple of years we’ve seen the venture capital industry pivot and rally
around more purpose-driven investing. Technology and entrepreneurship is a key
enabler of fighting climate change and eradicating diseases and poverty. Last but
not least, successful startups rely on attracting top talent and impact is where a
lot of talent is concentrating.”
Yoram Wijngaarde Founder and CEO of Dealroom

“

The support for impact entrepreneurs in Stockholm is truly
amazing and has highly and positively influenced our growth.”
Maria Svantemark Co-founder and CEO of SustainLab
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An increased interest

Discrepancies in definitions

Today, impact investing and startups are most
commonplace in industries such as healthcare,
education, energy, and agriculture, with the total
amount of impact funding mainly focused on two
out of the 17 SDGs: Climate Action (Nr 13) and
Affordable and Clean Energy (Nr 7)17.

As the term ‘impact’ becomes more widely used,
there is a risk of it losing its intended meaning.
Today, impact is often mistakenly used for anything
that directly or indirectly might have any kind of
positive result on the future.

Despite general market uncertainties created by
the COVID-19 pandemic, impact investing
has seen a boost in popularity. A heightened
awareness of social challenges and an increased
focus on the effects of climate change will likely
see impact investing become more common in a
greater range of industries.
2020 also marked a profound shift in the
way institutions invest, as many investors have
recognized that companies and startups with
strong environmental, social and governance
(ESG) practices in general outperformed their
competitors during the pandemic18.

SustainLab |

The Swedish National Advisory Board for Impact
Investing has attempted to define ‘impact’ based
on a number of criteria19. There is, however, still
some disagreement over the terminology in the
investing community. At COP26, it was announced
that the IFRS Foundation Trustees will create a
new standard-setting board – the International
Sustainability Standards Board (ISSB) – devoted
to delivering a comprehensive global baseline of
sustainability-related disclosure standards to help
investors make informed decisions20.

https://sustainlab.co

SustainLab is a SaaS Sustainability
Management platform that automates
the collection, processing, analysis, and
visualization of sustainability data, and
provides AI-based recommendations for
improving sustainability performance of

Worldfavor |

organizations. Founded on the belief that
data is the difference between making
some changes and hoping for the best,
and truly having an impact, SustainLab
utilizes the latest technologies to rapidly
advance data maturity in the sustainability

field. SustainLab was co-founded by a
former PhD student from KTH Royal Institute
of Technology in Stockholm and the city is
still the home of this expansive startup with
global ambitions.

www.worldfavor.com

Worldfavor is a global network connecting
organizations across the world to access,
share, and gain insights from sustainability
and compliance data. The sustainability

platform leverages the latest technology
to fuel sustainable action internally and
through far-reaching value chains.
As of today, 20,000+ organizations are

using Worldfavor’s sustainability platform
to drive transparency and sustainability in
the value chain.

15. https://dealroom.co/uploaded/2022/04/Dealroom-Impact-Q1-2022.pdf?x72253
16. https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/365d09e3-e8d6-4da4-badb- 741933e76f3b/2021-Investing+for+Impact_FIN2.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CVID=nL5SF6G
17. https://dealroom.co/uploaded/2022/04/Dealroom-Impact-Q1-2022.pdf?x72253
18. https://hbr.org/2020/09/social-impact-efforts-that-create-real-value
19. https://www.swedishnab.se/_files/ugd/ecbbca_799daf7480b64a058d923547ccffa224.pdf
20. https://www.ifrs.org/groups/international-sustainability-standards-board/
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Why the future depends
on impact investing
Impact investments are essential to achieving global
environmental and social goals. Putting money behind
companies that have a measurable way to generate
positive outcomes accelerates the speed at which they
can make a difference.

The $2.5 trillion gap
Alongside philanthropy and government assistance,
private investment is crucial to solving the world’s
greatest challenges. In order to meet the United
Nations’s Sustainable Development Goals by 2030,
impact initiatives require $3.9 trillion of investment
per year21.
Philanthropy and government funding alone do
not cut it. Private investments of a further $2.5
trillion are needed each year to cover the shortfall.
Impact investments are crucial to bridging the gap
between today and an economically, socially and
environmentally sustainable future.

Budbee |

There are certain difficulties in measuring impact
investing that need to be taken into account. Today,
most data is collected via surveys at an irregular
frequency and impact investing is mainly measured
on the investor side, based on their investment criteria
and mission statements.
One way to overcome this hurdle is to implement
a uniform measurement standard within impact
investing to increase transparency and to make
sure that more capital flows to investments that can
demonstrate true and measurable impact. This will
thus encourage more private investments into purposedriven technologies and solutions, and towards all
Sustainable Development Goals – not just a select few.

Private investments make a difference
Examples of social impact as a direct result of
private investment are the development of life-saving
vaccines, and an increase in food production (thanks
to the green revolution in agriculture which introduced
high-yielding varieties of grain)22.

www.budbee.com

Founded in 2016, Budbee is a Swedenbased tech company with the mission to
make online shopping easier. Through its

Doconomy |

extensive network of parcel lockers and
home delivery services, Budbee serves
more than 35 million people throughout

Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Belgium, and
the Netherlands.

https://doconomy.com

Doconomy began in 2018 as an impacttech startup investing in new measures to
help tackle climate change. From the very
start, its focus has been on developing an
ecosystem of financial tools to educate
and drive positive change.

Doconomy believes that becoming
conscious of the impact of our
consumption can build a foundation for
a new way of thinking. Through alliances
with Ålandsbanken, the UNFCCC and
MasterCard, Doconomy has disseminated

knowledge to the many and shown what
utilising the power of banking, leading
climate expertise, and global payment
technology at scale can achieve.

21. https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/speech/2018/05/15/leveraging-innovative-finance-for-realizing-the-sustainable-development-goals
22. https://www.bridgespan.org/insights/library/impact-investing/what-is-impact-investing
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Global outlook on impact
investments and startups
The interest for sustainable investments has
increased in recent years, evident from the growing
number of funds and increasing flow of capital
to the global sustainable fund universe23. At the
end of December 2021, global sustainable fund
assets expanded to $2.74 trillion and there were
over 5,900 funds available24. Europe has the
lion’s share of both total assets (81%) and number
of funds (74%). In 2021, the flow to global
sustainable funds ranged between $120-180
billion per quarter, a significant increase since
2019 when the flow ranged between $20-60
billion per quarter.
In regards to venture capital investments, 2021
was a record year hitting a total of 34,647 deals
sharing $620 billion in funding. In 2021, Europe
saw VC funding for $96.4B across 7,130 deals,
2.5x more than the previous year but on the whole
just 16% of global VC investments that year.
Sweden stood for about 9% of the total European
VC investments in 2021, ending in $9B. This

Biond |

represents a fivefold increase compared to only
three years ago, when the 2018 Swedish VC
investments landed at roughly $1.8B25.

Isolating impact investment
in venture capital investments
There are still certain difficulties in accurately
determining the proportion of impact investments
in the overall flow of capital. However, there have
been attempts to measure the size of the market on
the recipient side – notably by the European-based
startup investment database Dealroom.
According to Dealroom’s database, global impact
investments in 2021 totalled $64.1B from venture
capital. This indicates the global impact investment
share of all VC funding in 2021 was just 10%.
The same annual figure for European impact
investments was $17.3B, or 18% of the total VC
funds the same year. According to Dealroom,
Swedish impact startups attracted $4.7B in 2021
from VC investors – that is, a 52% majority, of

www.biond.se

Headquartered in Stockholm, Biond
is one of Sweden’s largest biogas
producers. It leads the transition towards
a circular economy and sustainable waste

management where organic waste is
considered to be valuable resource with
several sustainable benefits for society.
Biond offers companies and municipalities

development as well as technical and
commercial management of waste
refineries in order to make them more
profitable and circular.
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the total VC investments in Sweden that year
went to impact startups. And eight of every tenth
dollar invested in Sweden goes to startups in the
Stockholm region.

of the total investments made since 2016, 55%
have addressed climate issues and 48% have
gone to the affordable and clean energy SDGs.
Meanwhile, social issues get less attention26.

Investments fighting
climate change most common

Moving forward, impact investors and startups will
probably turn their attention to solving these issues
to establish impact as an even more credible and
attractive sector – and to fill the $2.5 trillion gap.

On a global level, impact investments are largely
biased towards certain causes. For instance, out

Favorable investment landscape
Stockholm is a widely recognized global startup
hub, with home-grown unicorns such as Spotify,
Skype and Klarna. As the birthplace of eight
startups valued at more than $1bn, the city is
credited with creating the second most unicorns
per capita in the world.

hierarchical markets like the UK. Regulation
meanwhile is favorable, thanks to the Nasdaq
Nordic First North Growth Market having more
relaxed rules and easier processes for small and
medium-sized companies looking for a stock
exchange listing.

Stockholm’s success as a startup hub can in
many ways be attributed to its highly favorable
investment scene. Small and Medium Enterprises
(SME) especially can take advantage of the city’s
unique offering to seek growth through an IPO
and further capital via a listing. This is supported
by a solid financial ecosystem, where the stock
exchange, banks, private equity firms and other
players actively work together, and further
strengthened by an open business culture with
easy access to potential partners and investors.

For two years in a row, Stockholm has been
ranked the 10th most popular Startup hub among
European startup founders, based on the startup
Heatmap Trust Score Index. And European
founders rate Stockholm’s startup ecosystem
positively with high ratings on industry connections,
regulations, talent and funding availability.

Optimal conditions for startups
This openness makes it much easier to make
contact with decision makers than in other more

HYBRIT |

A recent analysis of the Swedish Chamber of
Commerce, comparing the competitiveness
between 27 cities by 70 different quantitative
measurements, ranks Stockholm as the second
best European city. The report commends the city,
among other things, for its business climate and
favorable entrepreneurial environment 27.

www.hybritdevelopment.com

HYBRIT Development AB is a collaboration
between SSAB, LKAB and Vattenfall
that creates fossil-free steel. The HYBRIT
(Hydrogen Breakthrough Ironmaking
Technology) initiative was started with

financial support from the Swedish Energy
Agency. The goal is a unified, unique
value chain, from mine to fossil-free steel.
The steel industry currently accounts for
about ten percent of Sweden’s carbon

23.	Definition: open-end and exchange-traded funds that have a sustainable investment objective and/or
use binding environmental, social, and governance criteria for their investment selection
24. Morningstar Global ESG Q4 2021 Flow Report
25. CB insights, State of the venture report 2021
26. https://plusimpact.io/impact report2020
27. Swedish Chamber of Commerce, 2022

dioxide emissions and seven percent
of the global emissions. HYBRIT aims to
change this, thanks to its ongoing research
and innovation.
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Stockholm’s impact investment scene
Stockholm’s impact investment scene continues
to flourish and the city shows great potential for
becoming the nerve center for impact. Although the
current limitations in measuring impact investments
must be taken into account, available data from
Dealroom shows that Stockholm-based impact
startups have in total raised more than US$ 6.8
billion (approximately €6.3 billion) in venture
capital since 2014. This positions Stockholm as the
number one city for attracting impact investments
related to impact startups.
Sum of impact Investments in Europe 2014-2021
(mn USD)
Stockholm

6,811

London

6,341

Paris

4,043

Berlin

3,242

Munich

2,652

Amsterdam

1,642

Zurich

574

Vilnius

531

Copenhagen

474

Malmo

397
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Despite the outbreak of COVID-19, 2021 was
a record year in terms of total capital raised.
However, it should be noted that more than half
of the total sum was raised by the Swedish green
battery startup Northvolt28 and 95% of these
investments went to high-income market focused
solutions like e-scooter rental (VOI), digital doctor
appointments (Kry), and e-mobility (Einride).

More impact investments
than non-impact investments
In a yearly report by the tech-focused venture
capital firm Atomico, Stockholm-based impact
startups raised €3.7 billion, which constitutes a
staggering 57% of total investments raised by the
city in 2021. Furthermore, Sweden has the highest
focus on impact-related startups in Europe, being
the home to 10% of all purpose-driven companies
on the continent29.
The future looks bright for Stockholm as an
international hub for impact investments and
startups, but there is always room for improvement.
Impact investments must continue to grow as fast
(if not faster), both in Stockholm and globally, in
order to reach the 2030 goals, while investors and
entrepreneurs must act on a wider variety of SDG
causes.

PHOTO: ANNA HUGOSSON
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Examples of local impact fundings
Impact investors can be individuals or
organizations. Most commonly they are private
foundations, Development Finance Institutions
(DFIs), banks, pension funds, or non-governmental
organizations (NGOs).
Here are some examples of impact investors
that call Stockholm their home:
Creandum is the leading Nordic venture capital
firm, with a total of €435 million raised, investing
in startups focusing on consumer internet, software,
and hardware sectors. Notable investments
include Spotify, Wrapp, Cint, Edgeware, iZettle
and Vivino.
https://www.creandum.com
Almi Invest GreenTech Fund is a climate tech
venture capital that backs Swedish early-stage
startups that significantly reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. It has €65 million under management.
www.almi.se/almi-invest/om-almi-invest/greentech
EQT Future fund considers itself as a purposedriven global investment organization focused on
active ownership strategies.The latest launch of
EQT Future is aims at addressing climate change
by defining ambitious greenhouse gas emission
(“GHG”) reduction targets.
https://eqtgroup.com/news/2021/eqt-launchesimpact-driven-longer-hold-fund

Summa Equity is a thematic investment firm,
focusing on both growth and buyout investments
within their three themes: Resource Efficiency,
Changing Demographics, and Tech-Enabled
Transformation. Earlier this year, it announced it
has raised €2.3 billion ($2.6 billion) for Europe’s
biggest ever ‘impact’ fund 30.
https://summaequity.com/story/about-summa
Norrsken VC is a $130 million impact VC fund
investing in startups solving the world’s greatest
challenges while building massive businesses.
Norrsken22, a $200 million tech growth fund
backed by an international network of tech
founders, backs African entrepreneurs building
Africa’s next tech giants.
www.norrsken.vc
Impact Invest’s social growth fund is an alternative
investment fund. Through the fund, it finances
entrepreneurs and actors in Sweden, who offer
solutions for better health and well-being.
www.impact invest.se
Propel Capital founded in 2014, is the
investment arm of Stockholm-based accelerator
Sting. With 20-25 investments per year and
around 100 startups in the current portfolio, Propel
Capital is Sweden’s most active private pre-seed
investor. The current Propel Capital, Propel Capital
V, has SEK 25 million under management from
about 40 of Sweden’s foremost business angels
and Saminvest.
www.propelcapital.org

28. The 1.6bn USD debt-financing round by Northvolt in July 2020 was not considered in any of the statistics
29. https://2020.stateofeuropeantech.com/
30. https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/norways-summa-raises-26-billion-latest-impact-fund-2022-01-20/
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Stockholm’s impact
ecosystem and community
What would a home be without its foundations?
In Stockholm, changemakers can enjoy a strong
support network and vibrant forum for impactrelated topics. At present, the city has 7,400+
active community members in impact-oriented
meetup groups – like-minded people committed
to forging a better tomorrow. The large, active
community is key to Stockholm’s position as a
leading impact meet-up arena in several mission
areas.
CleanTech, BioTech, FoodTech, FemTech and
more – these communities flourish and grow in
Stockholm, a city that advocates and facilitates
meet-ups where influential startups, talent, investors,
business leaders and policymakers gather.

“

Every year, numerous events are held in Stockholm
aimed at raising the profile of impact as a mission
and to discuss innovations in various verticals.
Noteworthy events in 2022 include:
 June 1-3: The Big Meet by Sweden FoodTech,
invites the best of the global FoodTech
community for three days of thought leadership,
bold ideas and networking
 August: World Water Week
 September 6-14: Stockholm Impact Week
including Hackathon for Impact

Over the last decades, we have built an excellent tech ecosystem and now
we are continuing our work to build the best impact tech ecosystem in the
world, attracting even more foriegn capital.”
Staffan Ingvarsson CEO Stockholm Business Region, Chairman of STING
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Stockholm’s impact enablers, organizations and initiatives
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Stockholm has a notably large number of startup support organizations and enablers focused on
sustainability and impact. The city offers a diverse range of opportunities for impact entrepreneurs such
as co-working spaces, incubators and accelerators.
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investstockholm.com

Please note that this image is designed to provide a snapshot of the current Impact ecosystem in Stockholm and does not represent
a comprehensive list of companies and organisations. Please contact Invest Stockholm for more details.

Here are just a few examples

Sting has been around since 2002, supporting
hundreds of promising Stockholm-based startups.
Named the Best Accelerator in the World, and
the Main Runway for Startups in Stockholm, Sting
offers coaching from top entrepreneurs and exventure capital investors, support from Sweden’s
largest startup recruitment service, free office space
and a worldwide network of early-stage investors
and partners.
https://sting.co
Lighthouse MASSIV by Mastercard
The program helps teams make and scale the
highest levels of social impact through the format
of long-term partnerships.
Duration: Four months
Perks: workshops, consultations, introduction to
investors, partnership potential with companies like
Mastercard and global organizations.

+impact Accelerator by Danske Bank

Equity-free acceleration program for seed and
series A impact startups in the Nordics. The
accelerator runs two batches a year, one focused
on Agrifood and one on Smart Cities vertical.
Duration: Eight weeks
Persk: Access to investors, corporations interested
in executing pilots, program tailored to the needs
of the companies, founder circles with successful
entrepreneurs, consulting hours with RISE, office
space at WeWork.
https://accelerator.plusimpact.io
Norrsken Foundation supports entrepreneurs in
three ways: 1) a co-working space for 425 impact
entrepreneurs in Stockholm 2) a VC fund, backed by
unicorn founders, which invests in companies with
the potential to radically improve the world and 3)
an accelerator program for early-stage startups.
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Impact Hub Stockholm Provides coworking
space to social enterprises and entrepreneurs who
have experience building companies for positive
impact. Additionally, it offers a series of programs
designed to help you grow your ideas into action,
to meet great talent and to connect with new
collaborators.
Current focus program: Ocean cleanup with WWF.
Reach for Change is an international non-profit
founded in Sweden with the vision to create a
world where all children and youth reach their
full potential. This vision is pursued by finding
local social entrepreneurs and empowering them
to develop and scale innovative solutions that
help children to live better lives. Co-founded by
successful entrepreneurs in the non-profit and
business sectors in 2010, they have supported
more than 1,000 social entrepreneurs in 18
countries across three continents.
Sweden Foodtech, founded in 2016,
accelerates next generation food system players
– be they nations, cities, big corporations or
entrepreneurs – through strategic advice, businessbuilding, innovation programs and international
contacts. The foundation is the “three goods of
food”: good for you, good for the planet and
tasting good. Entrepreneurship is at the core,
not least through the FoodTech entrepreneur
community, FoodTech Village and acceleration
programs.
Stockholm Scaleup Program A cornerstone
in the City’s work with economic development
and growth is Sustainable Development
Goal 8 (SDG 8): Promote sustained, inclusive
and sustainable economic growth, full and
productive employment and decent work for
all. The Stockholm Scaleup Program allows the
City to support companies in Stockholm with
growth potential founded by underrepresented
entrepreneurs, regardless of which industry the
company operates in. The concept of underrepresented entrepreneurs includes companies
founded by women, non-binary, foreign-born
men, men with a foreign background, and
entrepreneurs in the suburbs, vulnerable areas,
youth (18–23 years) and people with disabilities.
Impactpool is a social enterprise service
founded in 2015 with headquarters in Stockholm.
The career platform provides the best possible
support to people who want to pursue a career
within mission-driven organizations. Impactpool
gathers vacancies from hundreds of international

organizations around the world, covering all UN
organizations, International Financial Institutions,
European Union and the most influential
Intergovernmental Organizations (IGOs) and
Non-governmental Organizations (NGOs).
https://impact pool.org

Hack for Earth foundation is a Swedish
foundation with global reach that invites all with a
passion for global change to join the mission for
better work. Their goal is to create real solutions for
the good of society, addressing the 17 SDGs with
a three-pronged focus: sustainability, diversity and
impact.
https://hackforearthfoundation.com
Coompanion provides information, education,
and consulting to entrepreneurs to start and
develop cooperatives, social enterprises, and
purpose-driven and democratically run businesses
and startups. We are a Swedish organization
that is funded by the government and we also run
projects for development and support of social,
creative, and small & medium enterprises. The
aimed result is to obtain economically, socially
and environmentally sustainable companies.
https://coompanion.se/stockholm/
We Don’t Have Time is the world’s largest
review platform for climate solutions. Based in
Stockholm, they also have offices in Nairobi and
Washington, D.C. People from all over the world
come together on their platform to give climate
reviews to businesses, politicians and world
leaders, praising solutions and action while calling
out those who lag behind in the green transition.
Businesses are welcome to engage with the
community and increase the reach and impact
of their progress on climate.
www.wedonthavetime.org
F10’s mission is ‘creating the future of finance’ with
a strong belief that the fastest route to innovation
lies in early collaboration between startups,
corporates, and investors. F10 has included a
specific focus on climate fintech as part of the
Flagship Incubator for the past few years. When
deciding on an operational expansion into the
Nordic/Baltic region, it made sense to put an
extra focus on this topic by creating a dedicated
program for climate fintech, and having Stockholm
as the main base. The first program is expected to
launch later this year, or early 2023, and earlystage startups from anywhere in the world are
welcome to apply. Programs run intensively over
five months and F10 looks to invest in the most
promising ventures.
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Interviews with some of
Stockholm’s impact shapers
Stockholm Tech Fest –
Stockholm’s largest annual startup event
S T O C K H O L M I M PA C T S H A P E R

TECH FEST with tech entrepreneurs and investors and
leading policy makers, foundations and NGOs, in an
unprecedented event to showcase and inspire solutions
to the UN Global Goals.
Do you see changes in how the impact concept is
evolving in Sweden?

NAME:
TITLE:
COMPANY:

Tyler Crowley
Founder
Stockholm Tech Fest

Tyler Crowley is the founder and organizer of STHLM
TECH MEETUP, Europe’s largest monthly startup event,
and STHLM TECH FEST, Stockholm’s largest annual
startup event. Tyler is credited with Stockholm’s global
recognition as the startup capital of Europe and as ‘the
unicorn factory of the world’.
How did you feel about Stockholm’s impact ecosystem
back when you had just started mainstreaming impact?

Back in 2016, I was witnessing how social challenges
were escalating rapidly across the globe – the lack of
access to clean water in Pakistan and India, for example
– which made me realize that we need tech solutions to
tackle today’s challenges. However, few were interested
in this topic back then, mainly NGOs, government
agencies and foundations which are focused on the
UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The
entrepreneurial community was not familiarized with
the UN agenda and the SDGs. Then I ran STHLM

There is great progress in promoting impact within the
last five years across the world. Sweden is leading on
this globally, probably because Stockholm was one
of the first cities raising awareness of this topic and
taking a big stand. And in general, Swedes are very
globally minded and sensitive to the world. Sweden had
people with impact vision and desire, such as Sting and
others. It takes a big community to work together in a
coordinated way and that’s why we were able to make
that progress quite quickly. Nordic investors both at the
angel and VC stages are starting to become much more
friendly to impact type solutions. And impact initiatives,
similar to Norrsken, are very important as they create
a venue for impact entrepreneurs. It is very basic – one
needs a physical place where the impact entrepreneurs,
developers and investors can all get together. This
is when the magic starts to happen. Whenever an
ecosystem is developing, my first question is, ‘where
is the home of the ecosystem?’ Without it, it will take a
very long time. Because you’re trying to bake the cake
without flour, or without sugar or without milk. It’s going
to take a while.
Who put in the most effort to make Sweden impactoriented: the private sector, the public sector, or both?

Every city is different. Sweden had support at the city
level, but it was mostly bottom up. Every city develops
in its own unique way, because each city starts with a
different quality of ingredients. If you have a recipe, you
will know the key ingredients. And the recipe helps to
understand which key ingredients are missing. It helps
to come up with a strategy to acquire those missing
ingredients by making a plan.
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Norrsken – where entrepreneurs can find the capital,
knowledge and network
S T O C K H O L M I M PA C T S H A P E R

That said, we think our Norrsken Houses, co-working
spaces designed for impact startups, are a key
component of what makes the Norrsken ecosystem
special. There’s something very powerful in gathering
brilliant founders, investors and other changemakers
under the same roof and a common vision for how to
make the world better.
We currently operate Norrsken House in Stockholm,
Europe’s biggest hub for impact and tech, and Norrsken
House in Kigali, Rwanda, Africa’s largest hub for
startups. We’re actively looking for more locations and
would like to see many more Norrsken Houses open up
in key cities across the world.

NAME:
TITLE:
COMPANY:

Lisen Oliw
Managing Director Nordics
Norrsken

Norrsken is a non-profit, non-partisan and non-political
foundation, with a strong belief in effective altruism.
It was founded by Niklas Adalberth, co-founder of
payment services unicorn Klarna. Norrsken is an impact
ecosystem where entrepreneurs can find the capital,
knowledge and network they need to make saving the
world their business.
Norrsken runs the award-winning co-working space
Norrsken House in Stockholm, Sweden and Norrsken
House in Kigali, Rwanda, the largest startup hub in
East Africa. We incubated Norrsken VC – a
$130 million impact VC fund investing in the best
entrepreneurs that solve global challenges using
technology, and Norrsken22, a $200 million growth
fund backing exceptional entrepreneurs building Africa’s
new tech unicorns. We also manage the Norrsken
Impact Accelerator, Europe’s leading Accelerator
program designed to find and scale the world’s most
promising impact startups.

How can Norrsken House help international
impact makers and investors tap into the impact scene
in Stockholm?

Norrsken House in Stockholm is the perfect entry point
to the Stockholm impact ecosystem. The House is always
buzzing with great conversations and interesting visitors.
For someone wanting to immerse themselves in the
Stockholm impact scene, it’s truly the place to be. We
organize impact-focused events more or less on a daily
basis. Many are for members only, but others are open
to the public.
What type of new startups or organizations would you
like to see established in Stockholm to strengthen the
local impact ecosystem?

We’d love to see even more traditional investors pivot
towards impact.
What advice would you give investors keen to explore
the next impact unicorns in our local ecosystem?

Tap into the existing networks (like Norrsken) to find
the best cases, and make sure you bring something to
the table that is of value to founders. Don’t miss out on
Norrsken’s quarterly Stockholm Impact Meetup, an event
aimed specifically at connecting impact founders with
investors.

What sets Stockholm’s local impact ecosystem
apart from other impact ecosystems in Europe?

What’s presently missing in Stockholm’s impact
ecosystem?

We don’t really see ourselves as being in competition
with anyone else. We’re a non-profit, and our mission
is to help entrepreneurs solve the world’s greatest
challenges. If we can achieve that by inspiring others
to build similar organizations to Norrsken then that is
great!

From our perspective we are missing physical space.
We’d love to invite even more members into our house,
but we’re currently limited by the size of our venue.
What role do you think the City of Stockholm can
play in attracting more international purpose-driven
companies and individuals?

Keep telling the story of Stockholm as an innovative and
startup-friendly city, and keep supporting initiatives that
drive sustainable impact.
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Reach for Change – develops and scales innovative
solutions that help children live better lives
S T O C K H O L M I M PA C T S H A P E R

about the local impact ecosystem and what needs
and challenges organizations face in order to become
part of the impact scene. Since our inception, we have
worked closely with both the private and public sector
and can therefore provide important tools and insights
into working across sectors in order to achieve even
more and sustainable impact. We have also built up a
structure and tools for how to set up a framework for
impact measurement that can be implemented in any
impact organization or business.
What type of new startups or organizations would you
like to see established in Stockholm to strengthen the
local impact ecosystem?

Reach for Change is an international non-profit founded
in Sweden with a vision of a world where all children
and youth reach their full potential. This vision is pursued
by finding local social entrepreneurs and empowering
them to develop and scale innovative solutions that help
children to live better lives.

We obviously have the tech for impact scene which
has become very strong in recent years. Especially
connected to climate change. However, we are really
interested in tackling issues such as segregation,
inequality and supporting the creation of more diverse
and equal jobs. We already have several startups in our
portfolio, and have supported organizations tackling
this. We are also committed to supporting entrepreneurs
that are otherwise overlooked and marginalized.
However, the market is hard to navigate, investment
heavy and built far away for the target group. That is
why we are working with the City of Stockholm and
social entrepreneurs in order to establish ways forward.

What sets Stockholm’s local impact ecosystem apart
from other impact ecosystems in Europe?

What key pieces of advice would you give people
aiming to pursue impact startups in Stockholm?

There is a real appetite right now for developing and
building impact companies in Stockholm. The recent rise
of tech-based companies and the expertise in the same
industry is of course an important building component.
However, we also have important ecosystem work
being developed through, for example, the National
Advisory Board of Impact Investing as well as the impact
measurement-focused organizations like Effektfullt. With
these organizations, we are able to form a frame for
what impact is, which puts Stockholm in the position
of securing an ecosystem making real, effective and
sustainable impact. As more and more actors join the
scene, and impact investing becomes more mainstream,
Stockholm can become a real mecca for impact startups.

1. Make sure you have the target group (beneficiaries)
in mind at all times.
2. Who else is working on it? Is it worth teaming up?
Since the end outcome is always to create a positive
impact, we encourage all to think twice about why
your idea is needed.

NAME:
TITLE:
COMPANY:

Sofia Breitholtz
CEO
Reach for Change

How can Reach for Change help international impact
makers and investors tap into the impact scene in
Stockholm?

Reach for Change has been building impact
organizations in Stockholm for over 10 years. We have
scaled and supported numerous impact scale ups and
have also built up unique knowledge and expertise

Any particular advice you would give investors
keen to explore the next impact unicorns in our local
ecosystem?

1. Does it need to be an impact unicorn? There is a big
focus on impact unicorns even though we know that
“unicorn models” can’t target all areas we need to
tackle together. Change does not always come from
unicorns. Can we look for the entrepreneurs that are
otherwise overlooked, giving them a chance to be
supported through diverse networks and models?
2. Connect with The Swedish National Advisory Board
for impact Investment to understand and align with
impact guidelines and definitions.
3. Ask yourself how you can collaborate with others,
as impact is the primary goal.
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Impact Hub Stockholm – a place to go to create impact,
from the initial idea to scaling that impact around the world
S T O C K H O L M I M PA C T S H A P E R

How can Impact Hub help international impact makers
and investors tap into the impact scene in Stockholm?

We have set up a global network and are very strong,
specifically in Europe where we have more than 50
impact hubs. All hubs share the same mission to support
the impact ecosystem, both locally and on a European
level. In Stockholm, we are very well situated to help
international organizations scale because we are deeply
rooted in the impact ecosystem, and we can find and
source impact organizations in Europe.
What type of new startups or organizations would you
like to see established in Stockholm to strengthen the
local impact ecosystem?
NAME:
TITLE:
COMPANY:

Jesper Kjellerås
CEO
Impact Hub Stockholm

Impact Hub is the world’s largest network of impact
spaces and impact entrepreneurs. We exist in more
than 100 locations worldwide and have over 16,000
members. Around 25,000 people participate in the
programs, accelerators, and events that we run daily.
Impact Hub Stockholm has a mission to be a place
where people can go to create impact, from the initial
idea to scaling that impact around the world. Impact
Hub Stockholm is part of a global network and has
been in operation since 2005. We set up Sweden’s
first co-working space, where our focus has always
been collaboration to find solutions to the world’s most
pressing needs.
What sets Stockholm’s local impact ecosystem
apart from other impact ecosystems in Europe?

A few things, I believe. We have a well-established,
robust public sector that, in essence, is interested in
finding solutions for long-term positive impact on society.
This can be both good and bad. It’s good in the sense
that we have a strong vehicle to drive impact forward.
On the downside, it can be challenging for some impact
startups or companies who want to be part of the public
procurement to find innovative solutions for society.
So it goes both ways.

I think in Stockholm, there’s a tendency to focus very
much on impact tech companies. We have a very strong
tech ecosystem and a lot of investment in tech startups.
What I would like to see more of is impact organizations
with a social agenda, which work not just on tech
solutions to the needs or challenges we have ahead of
us. Tech solutions are not always the answer.
What advice would you give investors keen to explore
the next impact unicorns in our local ecosystem?

I would advise them not to look at the unicorns but rather
at the zebras, meaning more purpose-driven companies.
Our approach is to collaborate on solutions that we
need to find, rather than focusing on one organization
that has one solution that caters to everybody. So my
advice is to look beyond unicorns, find the zebra, and
invest in infrastructure rather than a single potential
impact unicorn.
What role do you think the City of Stockholm can
play in attracting more international purpose-driven
companies and individuals?

My personal vision is that people want to come here
not because Stockholm is the best capital in the world
for impact startups but because it’s the best capital
for the world. So we try to give more to other impact
ecosystems globally with the knowledge, resources and
know-how we have here in Stockholm. If we can do
that, I think that it would attract more purpose-driven
companies because the people working with impact
startups want to contribute and do something that goes
beyond themselves.
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Sting – innovation and technology combined with the power
of entrepreneurship can help bring new scalable solutions
S T O C K H O L M I M PA C T S H A P E R

NAME:
TITLE:
COMPANY:

Karin Ruiz
Deputy CEO
Sting

You are a well-known business coach at Sting and a
previous impact entrepreneur yourself. Have you seen
an increase in business ideas and startups targeting
the SDGs?

We have absolutely seen a steady increase in impact
startups aiming to solve big problems in society and
change the world for the better. I dare to say that today
this is more the rule than the exception, and all startups
need to consider sustainability in their business strategies
to be competitive in the long run.
The SDGs were adopted by world leaders only seven
years ago and impact startups have of course been
around for much longer than that. But the SDGs provide
a great plan of action and framework for addressing
the world’s most pressing challenges. I think this has
accelerated the creation of many impact startups.
In Sting we are convinced that innovation
and technology combined with the power of
entrepreneurship can help bring new scalable solutions
to many of the SDGs. That’s why we measure how the
startups we work with contribute to the SDGs, and this is
also an important criterion when selecting startups to our
programs.
Which are the most common SDGs that startups target?

When looking at impact we can typically see startups
in two main categories – those solving social challenges
and those solving environmental challenges. People and
Planet, if you like.

Sustaintech and Healthtech are two of Sting’s most
important focus areas, and have been so for many
years, long before the SDGs were established. Based
on this we naturally meet and work with many startups
targeting SDG 3 Good Health and Wellbeing, SDG 6
Clean Water and Sanitation, SDG 7 Affordable and
Clean Energy, SDG 12 Responsible Consumption and
Production, and SDG 13 Climate Action.
Back in 2020, Sting launched Startup Climate Action
together with Norrsken. Startup Climate Action is a
challenge-driven initiative on a mission to create and
accelerate startups that bring solutions to fight climate
change. This has spurred an increase in climate tech
startups approaching Sting for support from our worldclass ecosystem and network.
We also initiated the Swedish Startup Climate Action
Map to showcase the many Swedish Climate Action
startups that work with finding solutions to different
climate challenges. As of now the number of Swedish
Climate Action Startups on the map is approaching
250.
Following the success of Startup Climate Action, in
2021 Sting launched Startup Health Action to put a
special focus on finding and supporting startups that
help solve the many health challenges we are facing in
today’s society. This has further increased the number of
healthtech startups approaching us and today about one
third of the companies we support are within healthtech
and one third within sustaintech.
Sting works closely with investors, have you seen a
shift in what type of companies they are investing in?

Definitely! There is a much larger focus on sustainability
among investors in general compared to only five years
ago. We also see more and more investors, both angels
and VCs, that are exclusively investing in purpose-driven
and impact-oriented startups.
For a couple of years now, Sting and the Swedish
Energy Agency have organized Sweden Sustaintech
Venture Day in Stockholm, an international investor event
for Swedish sustaintech startups and scaleups. What
struck me the most at this year’s event in March was how
much sustaintech investments have skyrocketed.
According to Cleantech Scandinavia’s Investment Report
2021, investments in Nordic sustaintech increased
from € 1.8 billion in 2020 to € 6.5 billion in 2021, up
from around €120 million per year in 2011-2015. The
number of deals increased from around 250 in 2020
to nearly 400 in 2021, the biggest sub-sectors being
sustainable energy, transportation/logistics, and food/
agriculture.
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Anna Hugosson

Sting is an important part of the tech ecosystem and
has helped several impact companies to scale. Could
you mention some companies that will solve tomorrow’s
most important problems?

We have worked with so many impact ful startups
over the years. The number is now approaching
150 companies with Sellpy, Care-to-Translate, Health

Integrator, Midsummer, Karma, Surfcleaner, Worldfavor
and Ignitia probably being among the more well-known
ones.
Sting has a close collaboration with KTH Royal Institute
of Technology and Flox, imagiLabs, Klimato and Reselo
are examples of startups that have come from KTH
Innovation.
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Looking forward:
maintaining the growth of impact
and Stockholm’s vision
The pandemic unquestionably accelerated the shift
towards mainstreaming major impact investment.
The progressive, impact-oriented mindset of
Swedish society combined with the government’s
ambition and a positive financial environment
uniquely positions Stockholm as an attractive
destination for impact startups and investments.

A call for global alignment
However, there remain challenges to address
on both a local and global level. As a whole,
the impact sector needs a more thorough and
uniform measuring standard in order to increase
transparency and accountability. A common
framework would ensure fairness and build trust
that capital is flowing towards solutions generating
genuine impact. This requires better coordination
and cooperation between impact cities and hubs
around the world.
Additionally, the term ‘impact’ is at risk of being
misused which can create distrust, jeopardizing
the potential for investments. The global impact
community has a responsibility to protect the use
of the term.

A call for a more conscious and
impact savvy consumer
Private impact investments are necessary to fill
the $2.5 trillion yearly gap needed to reach the
SDGs by 2030. Impact investments are today
an established investment strategy, but outside
the boardrooms and local impact communities,
knowledge about the impact business model is
lacking. If impact investments are to reach the
required amount, greater knowledge and desire for
these business models would be beneficial.
The advantages of wider spread demand for
impact ful organizations is two-fold. It can put
pressure on governments to create better support
structures and public funding which are essential
for early-stage impact startups31. It also creates
pressure from the bottom-up as impact-savvy
customers demand and expect businesses to
incorporate this way of thinking.

Local startups can make greater efforts to increase
general knowledge and consumer demand. Today
6 out of 10 startups neither communicate nor
publicly track their impact-related performance
indicators, and only 2 out of 10 startups quantify
the change they are driving for the consumer32. If
the vision is a consumer that evaluates and chooses
a product/service with the company’s impact
commitment in-mind, this needs to change.

A call for diversity in all aspects
In 2020, 63% of impact startups in the Nordics
focused on only four out of the seventeen
Sustainable Development Goals. Investments in
global solutions are still marginal in comparison,
and Swedish startups overwhelmingly tend to
target high-income markets while neglecting lowincome markets 32 33.
Though Sweden is a global forerunner in gender
equality, the Stockholm startup scene wants for
more female entrepreneurs. In 2019, only 1%
of the Swedish VC investments was allocated to
female entrepreneurs, and in 2020 only 20% of
CEOs/founders of Nordic startups were female,
a number that shrank to 16% when looking at the
deep tech segment 32 34.
Gender equality lies at the heart of the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development, which
asserts gender equality as both a fundamental
human right and a necessary foundation for a
peaceful, prosperous and sustainable world. A
city’s success depends on its ability to unlock the
full potential of all its citizens.
Therefore, on March 8th, 2018, Invest Stockholm,
Stockholm’s official investment promotion agency –
launched a gender equality initiative to accelerate
the progress, contribute to fair professional
opportunities, help businesses stamp out equality
problems, and create more female-friendly
organizations.
Since then, around a hundred of Stockholm’s
best-known businesses have publicly declared their
commitment to gender equality. With great gender
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“

Stockholm has one of the best working environments for women in the world.
We have a great scene of female founders and entrepreneurs in Stockholm
that we are promoting to attract even more females to the tech startup scene.
Nevertheless, there is still a lot to do.”
Anna Gissler CEO, Invest Stockholm

equality, strong gender discrimination laws, and
inclusive companies, there is no better city than
Stockholm for talented women.
“With this initiative, we see that we can attract
great talents to Stockholm, regardless of gender,”
says Anna Gissler, CEO of Invest Stockholm.

Cooperation and co-creation
is the way forward
New initiatives aimed at diversifying the local
community are regularly cropping up across the
city. For several years now, the City has supplied
a “women-first” portal for those who consider
moving to Stockholm. Here they can find advice on
everything from job hunting and starting their own
business to finding somewhere to live and growing
their social and professional networks.
To meet, share, ideate and co-create are longstanding qualities of the Stockholm impact
community. To drive co-creation and further
encourage knowledge sharing, this year the City
will co-host Stockholm Impact Week with the
impact hub Norrsken and Stockholm Tech Fest
as main contributors. For a full week, Stockholm
will accommodate the world’s most influential
and impact ful founders, investors, talents and
policymakers. The focus will be on the world’s
most pressing challenges, and how we must band
together to find the solutions.
The recent establishment of UNICEF’s Global
Office for Innovation in Stockholm is an excellent
example of how global cooperation is possible in
Stockholm. UNICEF will work with world-leading
medical research university Karolinska Institutet

(KI) to co-design and validate solutions. Together,
UNICEF and KI will identify digital solutions
that don’t just sound exciting but create genuine
equitable and sustainable impact. Innovation
in healthcare, including mental health, and the
climate crisis are top of the agenda.
In 2021, BIS and four Nordic central banks
including the Riksbank launched the BIS Innovation
Hub Nordic Centre. The expansion marks the fifth
BIS Innovation Hub Centre to open in the past two
years. The Nordic Centre will function as a hub
for a network of innovation experts, for research
on important trends in financial technology of
significance for central banks and for promoting
international collaboration aimed at improving the
functioning of the global financial system.

A vision for impact
With its unique combination of hard and soft
values, an overall progressive mindset and
unwavering commitment from the City, Stockholm
already today is an established home for impact
investments and startups as well as other global
organizations. The city enjoys a global reputation
as a place that nurtures and grows purpose-driven
innovations that have the potential to change the
world for the better.
Stockholm continues its journey towards becoming
the global impact hub, striving to create an
inclusive, supportive environment for the local
impact community. International changemakers
and investors are warmly invited to explore
Stockholm and its many opportunities for creating
a brighter tomorrow. Welcome to Stockholm –
Home of Impact!

31. https://accelerator.plusimpact.io/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/State-of-Nordic-Impact-Start-ups-2021.pdf
32. https://danskebank.com/-/media/danske-bank-com/file-cloud/2020/5/state-of-nordic-impact-start-ups-2020.pdf?rev=
eef7831e6a984d07a43fb286187499c0&hash=E0ACF6F7CB3CC9749F8527CF392A3586
33. https://plusimpact.io/impact report2020
34. https://www.di.se/digital/miljarderna-fortsatter-rulla-in-till-man-dodlage-for-kvinnors-bolag/
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Reasons to choose Stockholm
for your next venture
T
 he world’s largest open fiber network

	The city has one of the largest fiber networks in the world, offering dedicated data highways to
companies. This means a highly reliable and secure digital infrastructure at a low cost for everyone.

 Plenty of impact-associated grants
	The Swedish government has plenty of programs aimed at impact entrepreneurs, effectively providing
funding for the future of the fast-growing sector.

 A deep pool of tech talent
	Stockholm offers a deep pool of highly proficient and experienced talent thanks to the country’s digital
pioneering which created a generation of tech engineers ahead of everyone else.

 Post-pandemic appeal
	The recent years of pandemic have challenged assumptions of what defines “a good city.” Suddenly,
the ease of getting around, the lack of crowding, a city’s air quality and closeness to outdoor activities
– qualities Stockholm enjoys – have become more important than ever.

 Home to one of Europe’s leading investor communities
	Not only does Stockholm boast some of Europe’s leading venture capital firms, a wide range of active
angel investors and family offices also call the city home. This means entrepreneurs have easy access to
a wide-ranging expertise on capital and opportunity to grow.

 Proficient English speakers
	Stockholm is one of the few non-native English-speaking cities where you can connect and be
understood without learning the local language.

 The Capital of Scandinavia
	The city is the leading financial hub as well as the host for the global headquarters of many large
multinational corporations in the Scandinavian peninsula. This means you’re always close to
international businesses and institutions.

“

“

Stockholm has a well-defined focus for innovation with impact. People are very green
compared to other countries that I’ve lived in. There is a lot of focus on sustainability.
Stockholm is a city with an incredibly entrepreneurial vibe. There is a lot of support
from the government to boost the whole entrepreneurial ecosystem. With these two
factors, the local culture and the support, you can see how impact is taking Stockholm
to the next level as a global Impact Hub.”
Tore Stenbock CTO and co-founder at Eljun, Stockholm-based digital energy company

In general, people in Stockholm are very receptive to ‘impact’, as a concept.
You can see that, for example, with something as basic as recycling through to
sustainable brands, vegan food, energy efficiency, and so on. In the local culture
there is consciousness of us all needing to be better, to be more sustainable.
I think there’s no better place in the world to be when it comes to impact.”
Thom Feeney General Manager at Norrsken House Stockholm
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Thinking of starting up
in Stockholm?
Agencies and resources you should know about
when you begin your adventure in Stockholm:
Almi
www.almi.se

Owned by the Swedish government, Almi offers loan and advisory services.
Bolagsverket
www.bolagsverket.se

The Swedish Companies Registration Office can help register your company name,
in case you seek to protect it.
Business Sweden
www.business-sweden.se

Business Sweden is jointly owned by the Swedish Government and Swedish industry.
It helps Swedish companies grow global sales and international companies to invest
and expand in Sweden.
The Entrepreneur’s Guide to Stockholm
www.visitstockholm.com/live-work/start-business

This guide offers step-by-step help for starting a business, getting funding, finding a
home or an office, attracting and recruiting talent, and networking opportunities.
Invest Stockholm
www.investstockholm.com

Invest Stockholm is the official investment promotion agency of Stockholm, owned by
the City of Stockholm. We provide information and advice for companies wanting to
establish a new business in the region, as well as for companies wanting to expand
an existing business. We assist investors to identify relevant investment opportunities
within the region.
Skatteverket
www.skatteverket.se

One of the most important agencies is the Swedish Tax Agency. Skatteverket would
also be the first point of contact in registering your entity.
Verksamt
www.verksamt.se

A collaboration among several Swedish Government agencies, this one-stop-shop
aims to provide information regarding most of the practicalities of setting up a business
here.
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Invest Stockholm
Invest Stockholm is the official investment promotion agency
of Stockholm, owned by the City of Stockholm. The Stockholm
region covers 54 municipalities and attracts more than
50% of the total foreign direct investments into Sweden.
Our team will provides tailor-made information and advice
for companies wanting to establish a new business in
the region, as well as for companies wanting to expand
an existing business. For investors we assist you to identify
relevant investment opportunities within the region.
Contact us

Follow @investstockholm on social media
invest@stockholm.se
www.investstockholm.com
Invest Stockholm
P.O. Box 12240
SE-102 26 Stockholm, Sweden
Phone + 46 8 508 280 00
invest@stockholm.se
investstockholm.com

